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&'FECTIVENESS OF SPECIAL WASHERS AS
ANCHORAGE ON PESTESS ING WIRE

INThODUCTION

Theor;r of Prestressed Concrete:

Concrete is a very satisfactory building material in applications
where it is subjected to pure compression due to its low cost, ease of
fabrication, low upkeep costs and long life.

However, because of its

low strength in tension compared with its strength in compression; its
use without suitable reinforcement to resist tension in structures

required to resist bending is economically impossible.

Current practice In the design of reinforced concrete members
subjected to bending is to supplement the concrete in the tension
zone of such a member with an equivalent area of steel to resist the
tensile forces,

This method of construction has proved satisfactory

from a design standpoint, but from the point of econoigy it leaves ruch
to be desired.

The primary fault with this method of construction is

that it is wasteful.

Only about the upper forty percent of the con-

crete in a member subjected to bendin: is useful in compression while
the lower sixty percent or more is considered cracked.

This feature

definitely limits the advantages obtained by using present-day high
strength concretes.
Another solution to the problem of compensating for the low
tensile strength of concrete was proposed quite some time ago, but it
has not received much application until the advent of modern high

strength steels.

The concept of this solution is quite simple.

Dy

some means an external compressive load is applied to the ends of a

2

member subjected to bending.
of the section, a uniform

face of the section.

If this

coprssive

1o& is applied at

the centroid

stress is developed across the

As a positive moment is applied to the

the stress distribution across the section

changes.

meitfuor,

The relative

tensions in the bottom £ioer3 Causeci by the po8itive moirent subtract
i:rom the

fibers
this

initial compression,

caused by the

inoirient

The

compressive

stresses in

add to tue initial compression.

method the concrete can carry bending without

to tensile stres5es.

trie

upper

by usine

ever being 3ubjected

Since the compressive stresses are additive, it

may be seen that the initial compression must be

liinit.ed to

one haJI of

the ultimate design strength of the concrete in order that the upper

fibers shall not be overstressed ar. the lower Libers shall not be subjected to tension.

by moving the external force to the bottom edge of the kern of the
section the carrying capacit; of the section can be further increased,
The stress distribution across the section is nov triangular in shape

before the application of the external moment, varying from zero corn-

pression

Îi

the upper fibers to the design

the lower fibers.

strength of

the concrete in

In this case the application of a positive external

mouient produces the same relative tension in the lower fibers,

subtracts

from

the initial compression in these fibers.

Ori

which

the other

hand, it can be seen that the value of the compression induced in the

upper Libers by the moment can have tvdce its previous value vithout

overstressing the upper fibers; since the initial compression in those
Libers was zero rather than one half the ultimate design strength.
might be noted here that the kern was chosen as the point,

of

load

It

3

beca'se this is as low as the presressing

application in this case

force ¡ay be iuved ithort causing

irtia]. tenicn

in the upper Libers.

In theory prestresed concrete appears to be a remarkably simple

solution to tite

of low

1)rObleTtl

mf; the concrete to carr

tensile strengt,h in

tension.

The application

practical structires ha been retarded
in í'ixiding

some means

by the

ments to obtain

this force

of construction

is

The

idea of

this

has been

dependent upon

reinforcing bare have

method

&o

difficulties encountered

placing jacks aai.nst aiut-

tried successfully, but this type
topographic nature of

the

ing site to such an ethent as to iiake tuis

bearing plates

of theory

of applying the necessary external force to

accomplish the prestressing.

ventiorial

concrete by not allow-

at the ends to

been

method impractical,

tried 'dth

obtain the

the

suitable

external

buildCon-

nuts and

force, but, thile

after fabrication, the preafterward due to plastic flow and

proved effective inimediately

stressing force

disappeared soon

creep.
With the advent of high streng. h

steel wire prestressed concrete

practical. This wire, with ultiraate strengths approaching
300,000 psi, 1iiiited the losses due to plastic flow and creep to
became

reasona?ole

discovered.
the

percentages, Another advantage of these wires
By

was soon

placin: the wires in conduits previously cast into

it was

concrete member

path. Thile the

position of the wires

kern, the wires at

aixnt sufficient

possible to place the wires in a parabolic

at the

the center of the beam
to offset

the

end was

at or

above the

curved below the kern an

effects of the dead weight of the mern-

ber. This innovation produced a type of structural

member

never before

realized.

iieriber could carry

T}i

itG oin

eight úthout an

reduction

in live load carrying capacit;.
The use of high strength steel

small cLtacctcr solved the

rire of

problem of the application of the external coipressin
raised the

neii

force, but it

problei of i'inding a method of anchoring these wires

in applications where the wires îere thtalled after the concrcte had

attained strength enough te resist the force

prctcnsoning of the
the e]dsting

nccesay

re. In order to ally

Ietho&3 oi solving the probier

to

cauca

initial

understand the problet

it is

necesar

nd

to revier

current European practice in design; since it is to Europe that we owe
most of the present methods of design

European

Design Attitude and Need

nd

for a

applicatíon.

New Anchorage:

Although the concept of prestresred concrete is not n'w, its ap-

plication in this country
cost.

labor,

has

been quite limited because of its high

In Europe the cost of materials is high relative to the cost of

This situation has

aUoed

a refinement in all jlìases ol design

contributing to an economy of materials.

This condition is

illustrated in the case of prestressed concrete.
vorks

steel

European

aphically

practice

and concrete close to their u1tiates, fantastic slenderness

ratios are used,

arid

even small parts incidental to the structure

designed i'i}i economy of raterial in nind.

This sane trend of design is

followed in the fabrication of anchorages for prestressìng wire.
pean-t'pe anchorages are dcigned to hold a Lerce a good deal
than that necessary to break the iire.
anchorages and their subsequent

are

Euroeater

The fabrication of these

coupiing to the wire

are both time

s

cGfløw2g operathrn8 thith,

r'c*

th Zurope&

peint of

ot

ro

prtct1ar17 dotrxìnt.
or r**s*tty

ßtrLct4a

in ardor for

Live

to other

o1

preatrauod conrto to

eueoetu1

pxsosdont*s.

t*xt

uere quite coet1r.

a eorotattve

to

Those

sit10

ro

fors o tonxttton nov in nes it la

ett1

an attept to dosicn
riean

&tctra1

preatred concrtø

dity curtain
it

tDiUJ1 aiicattonB

ucthxe foUmied the !urop.n dutgn

r1øan

pioneer

t*

ntction

of

dnin.
hora

thodø,

reøcrch
that ia
'

ed1ed

to

In t2i

rodily

tia

Iaptab

to
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EXISTING ANCHOR&GnS

An understanding of the available types of anchorages is necessary

in order to decide what

features should be incorporated in an anchorage

desined for Arerican constniction utilizing prestressod concrete.
Freyssi

Cone Anchorage:

The Freyssi cone anchorage is a development of E. Freyssinet de-

signed to anchor a cable made up of 0.2 inch wires.

These anchorages

corne in

a variety of sizes designed to support eight, ten,

wiros.

As shown

parts .

The male cone

in Plate I, the anchorage is conposed of

is

a concrete plug

allow the injection of grout

alter the

or twelve
two main

cast around a steel tube to

prestressing operation and has

grooves in its conical surface to acconiodate the prestressin

The

wires.

feriale cone is lined with a sairal of high strength reinfoiing wire

and is further reinforced with a triple helix of

loiv

strenth reiriforc-

Ing wire.

In operation the wires are
lic jack, the male con

first

elongated by means of a

is then driven into the

hydrau-

fea1e cone which has

been cast into the beam end, and, finally, the wires are grouthd

thxughout the length of the conduit

through the tube in the male cone.

In applications where it is desired to anchor only two wires,

Freyssinet has developed a cast iron anchorage based on the same prin-

ciple used in the larger anchorages. This anchorage consists of a wild

steel cylinder about
quarter inches in

ono and one

lenh.

A

half inches indiarneter and one and one

conical hole is drilled in this cylinder,

and a forced steel wedge is used to lock the wires.

PLATE
CONE ANCHORAGE

t-

Mael-Dlaton Steni:
In this sstern the
ed in

saine

u1tiplee of eight

0.2 inch

ircs are used, but they are group-

1th suitable grillos provided throughout the

length of the cable to prevent the contact of individual wires,
cables are inserted in ducts

fornd

These

in the member by the insertion of

extractable rubber cores.
Steel "sandwich plates" are utilized to hold the cabled wires.
shcr,rn

As

in Plate II, these anchorages ccmsist of metJ. plates with two

grooves on each side.

zo

wires fit in each of these tapered grooves

ai1 are held by steel wedges which are forced into the grooves after the

wires have been elongated.

By building up a stack of tiese plates any

multiple of ei:ht wires may be used in a cable.

Ie-McCail Anchorage:

In this system high strength steel rods varying in diaireter frein
one half inch to one and one eighth inches are used.

The anchorage is

made by the use of nuts with a tapered thread iihich attaches to a sini1ar thread on the end of the rod.

The rod is elon,ated by means of a

hy5raulic jack vthich fastens directly to the rod with a cotter pin

slotted adapter.

ax

A typical anchorage of this typo is shown in Plate III.

Prestressed Incorporated Anchoragç:

In this system wires of 0.276 inch diameter are fabricated into

matched cables.

The anchorage process is accomplished by means of up-

sets formed on the

re by ccld working the wire with a patented machine.

PLATE

II

MAGNEL- BLATON ANCHORAGt

lo
Two of these button upsets are

£ored on each end of the wire, one for

elongating the wire and the other for the final anchorage.
In operation these wires are passed through a duct provided in the

member and a slotted disk is attached to the end of the cable

locked by means of a machined ring. The hydraulic
ed to the end of the assembly arid the
on the wire.

required

After elongation the second

from a second machined ring

cast

n the

disk is then placed in this ring to

set of

buttons just projects

end of the meitber.
cables

triimried

and disk for a typical installation are shown

Disadvantages of Existing

jack is then at,tach-

elonation is performed

lc'ck the

leased, and the ends of the wires are

oup and

the jack

flush.
in

slotted

A

The

locking ring

Plate IV.

Methods

The existing methods of anchorage may he divided into two
tyIDes.

eneral

The Freyssi cone anchorae and the Manel-Blaton anchorage

both obtain their holding power by friction developed

and the anchorage.

The Lee-McCall anchorage

between

the wire

and the Prestressed In-

corporated anchorage develop their holding power by means of nuts and

upsets on the prestressing wire
The

first

type of

anchorage, which

power, has the advantage of

These loca].

respectively.

utilizes friction for holding

limiting local

stress concentrations are

stress concentration".

a serious design consideration.

The concentrations, which are necessarily present in any type of
anchorac'e

utilizing upsets on the wire for holding power, can cause local

failures in the individual wires.
of the jacks

These failures require the release

d replacement of individual wires in the cable

replacements are time-consuming and costly.

Such

//

7//I

/2

,/

//
P L AT E

¡

t

i

LEE-MCCALL ANCHORAGE

PLATE V
PRESTRESSED

INC.

ANCHORAGE

The

Fressi cone anchora:c

hs

the advantage of a11owiig all the

wires in a cable to he elongated at the sar

tire.

Although this an-

chorage has been used successfully in many installations; it requires

design features which are not readily adaptable to mass fabrication.
The Magnel-Blaton system elongates two wires at a time.
tUis system takes uoze time to tension a given number

have the advantage of aflowinç
out a

'eat loss of time.

ol'

Although

wires; it does

the replacement of individuai wires with-

It has the disadvantage of requiring

ure

space for a given number of wires.
The Ie-McCaii system is prone to failure of individual rods, but

the fewer rods compared to wires reduces the number of operations ne-

cessary to obtain the prestressin

force.

difficult to place in a parabolic path.

These rods, however, are

rre

For this reason this system has

limited application in post tensioned, prestressed concrete.

One further

disadvantage of this system is that the thread on the rod reduces the
effective area resisting tension.
The Prestressed Incorporated system is the one existing method de-

veloped in this country.

The use of a special machine reduces some of

the anchorage process to a plant operation.

Since the distance between

upsets is calculated prior to actual construction, minor construction
variations in the finished concrete member can cause serious variations
of the stress in different cable groups.

The high de,roe of accuracy

required in measuring the distance between upset points is another
source of possible variation.

This method, however, is the only method

which has made a genuine attempt to reduce the costly field operations
by the use of mass production methods.

The problem of local stress

114

concentration3 is the
Th

major draxback

to

this

four methods thscussed hero

do

not by any means represent

method.

all

the methods available, The:; do, however, represent the most ddely used
arti successful methods available in the
stressed concrete.

field of

post-tensioned, pre-

i;

DESIGN CRITERIA

The desiín of a

ractica1 anchorage for American use should in-

corporate certain features not found in existing anchorages.

First,

in oixler to be entirely dependable the bond should be developed be-

tween the 'wire and the anchorage by
concentrations within the wire,

sorne

rans which minimizes stxss

This is necessary so that time consuni-

ing replacement of individual wires in a cable due to local stress

Second, the anchorage should be so

failures can be held to a minimum.
designed that iiliv1dual wires in a

,roup can be

laxing the tension on the group as a whole
possess a unifonidt

replaced without re-

Third, the anchorage should

of holding power so that consistent elongations of

various wires in a greup can be attained.

Fourth, the anchorage should

be readily adaptable to mass fabrication.

In other iords, the anchorage

should not possess

sorne

feature which requires hand fabrication, either

at the plant or on the job site.

Fifths the anchorage should be

siriiple

and foolproof enough to allow its installation by unskilled labor with
a minimum of supervision.

Sixth, the anchorage should be independent of

wire length and possess the ability to compensate for field discrepencies.
That is, the anchorage should be able to obtain it grab at any point on
the wire,

GENERAL THEORI 0F APPROACH

Means of Anchorage:

Friction was chosen as the method of developing anchorage between
the vire and the holding device.

This method was chosen because it was

assumed it would distribute the holding force

over a

greater length of

prestressing vire, and consequently the effects of stress concentrations
could be minirzed,
Two general

approaches

were tried in order to develop the necessary

radial force to produce this friction.

In the first type

the radia].

force was to be developed by the use of an anchorage cast around the
wire utilizing some metal possessing a high therme]. coefficient.
the secorïl type the

radial force

In

was to be developed by the use of

special conical dome-shaped washers.

These washers upon collapse viere

to develop by radial compression a friction force which would
increase
as load was applied.

produce a

friction

Used in sufficient

numbers,

these

washers were to

force large enough to develop the full strength of

the vare.
Friction Developed

Thermal Contraction:

In the designì of an anchorace to devolop a high friction force on
the wire by theiinal contraction, it was first necessary to
determine

the characteristics required of the metal to be used in the
casting.
The primary requirement of this metal was a high thermal

This characteristic was necessary in order to
force.

coefficient.

obtain a large radial

A second requirement was high strength in bearing to withstar

17

the radial compression,

The metal also had to nosses a rea8onable

strength in tension to withstand the ring tension produced.

The final

important requirement was a low melting point and specific heat to

mrLuuze the possibility of temperature fatigue in the prestressing
wire.
Since it was desired to evaluate the friction developed by thermal
contraction; it was necessary to devise some means of isolatin
action.

this

A straight sleeve seemed the best solution to this problem.

Such a sleeve would serve as a mold for the castin

and a socket

l'or

the anchorage; and, aster shrinkage of the casting, the sleeve would

support the anchorage solely by
ty of added support from

end bearing eliminating any pos sibili-

confined compression.

In selecting a length for the casting it was necessary to consi-

der not only

redial

contraction but longitudinal contraction as v'ell.

If the casting itere too thort,

would not be

realized,

the

full possibilities

On the other hand, the

of

the anchorage

anchorage could

not

be

too long or the longitudinal shrinkage would cause tension cracks to
develop, re8ulting in progressive failure rather than a failure of the

anchorage as a unit..

The possibility of tension cracks caused

longitudinal contraction would be increased by
expected on the

The

ers

selection of

derations,

A

because of the greater

the

surface

r

more rapid cooling

area exposed.

the casting diazieter was based upon two consi-

certain cross sectional area

reaction of the anchorage in end bearing.

was required

the

Conversely, the diareter

had to be as small as possible in oiìer to minimize heat
oceurance of temperature failure in the

to carry

ar

prestressing wire.

the

1

Friction Developed

Thenaal Contraction and Wedgirg:

Beeau8e the length

of such an anchorage is limited b

contraction; a modification of the
dered in

mal

order to develop

tools

machine

Uve

radial force.

was

more friction force,

to be

longitudinal

thernal contraction method was consi-

contraction, a wedging action similar

¡flfl3T

o

In addition to the ther-

to tapered

ocket

used in

incorporated in or1cr to increase the effec-

The thermal contraction would produce a friction

force caused by the initial radial compression.

Upon loading the casting

iould be drawn in contact vãth a tapered cone which would increase the
radial conpression and the resulting friction force by annular wedging.

Thus the radial force

arid

resulting friction force rrould be increased

vdthout resorting to more length.
In oxtter to assure that the cone and casting possessed the same
taper a sleeve was to be utilized both as a mold

socket for
bearing.

the

anchorage,

l'or

the casting and a

Some means had to be found to prevent end

The use of a longitudinal

ap between the er1

of'

the taper and

the end of the sleeve filled rith a suitable non-loac1-bearin; material

appeared to be the solution to this problem.
In arriving at a taper shape two factors had to be consIdered.

If

the taper were too flat, shrinkage vould allow contact of the casting

and the sleeve end.

On the other hand, too sharp a taper would reduce

wedging action and provide too nnich rietal to be cooled with increased
danger of temper loss in the prestressing wire.

Friction Developed

ecial Washers:

In the second mathod of approach special washers were to be used to
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produce the friction force.

The action of these washers under load is

aria1aous to the action of a conical dome under a central concentrated
load.

In the anala:ous dome this concentrated load is applied to a plug

placed in a hole in the apex of the cone.

If this plug develops an in!-

tial friction force along the periphery of the hole, it will continue
to

develop moro friction fo'rce due to increased radial compression as more
load is applied and the cone starts to deform.

A similar action was ex-

pected to occur in special conical washers as a means of anchoring the
prestressing wire.
the dome;

A conical washer with a centrai hole was to act as

the prestressing wire was to act as the central plug; and an

initìl deformation of the cone was
the initial friction force,

to act as the method of producing

The washers thus designed were to be used

in sets of sufficient number to produce the

The

washers

several reasons.

working

stress

oí'

the wire.

were not susceptible to rigid analytical design for
The anount of initial set was questionable in view of

the tolerances and the variations in setting both as to force and
di-

rection.

The conical dome shape was highly

indeteiiinate

under the

application of a concentrated load and the analysis of the complete
dome would be further confused by the vastly differing physical properties of the washer and wire materials.

The difficulties of an

analysis vould be further multiplied, because the dome action would

depend upon the action of the

tal both before and after the yield

Point stress had been attained.

Although no definite dcsìn could be calculated by theory alone,
it was possible to use basic fundamentals for reasoning.

The uit!-

mate holding capacity of an individual washer would be a
function of

th1oknes, diaieter, and

dotie

shape.

A1thouh only a

3idered, there was a definite possibility that

sorne

coria

other,

shapo was con-

complica-

rnor

ted shape might have a better inherent action.

Since the action of the washer inied1ate1y prior to failure

be that of a

ciular diaphran,

it

ould

as obvious that too little thicknoss

would allow thi3 action to occur before the full strength of the washer
could be developed.

On the other hand, if the washer were too thick,

the diaphragm action would not occur and the washer would fail in slid-

ing before the itiole strength of the metal waa utilized.

Too thick a

washer would also make the obtaining af the initial set difficult.
The dioneter of the washer would also influence the diaphragm action.
Too large a diameter washer would give too much area for ring thnsion,

prevent diaphragm action, and render the obtaining of the initial set
more difficult.

If the

dineter chosen were too small, diaphragm ac-

tien would occur too soon to develop the full

The shape of the

followed under load,
efficiency.

strength of

the vire,

aiier chosen would determine the elasric cur
It might be looked upon as a factor effecting the

If the proper

ditcr

and thickness were obtained, the

shape of the washer would be the factor which would determine the eff i-

ciency of the washer as an anchorare device.

washer this factor reduced to one of findi.n
th too little slope the

friction force

In the case of a conical
the most effcctivo slope.

would not be developed to any

great extent, because all the slope would be used in obtaining the
.ini-

tial set.

If the slope were too great, the desired diaphragi action at

failure would not occur due to excessive ring tension,
A

cut.-srid-try solution was decided upon as the most lorical

method
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of approach.

The

of obtaining thc

slope and hole size were selected on the bai5 of ease

initial

set.

a sliding Lauluro before an

The slope was kept fairly flat to

initial

coflapse could occur.

with a sniall a (liarnetor w woId eailj
necessary in order to keep the ixnoimt

of

athait,

prevent

A central hole

the prestressing wire was

Initial set required

as ma11 as

pos3ible. Variou8 coiubinationi of dliaiìetcr and thickness vrere to be
tried arid eva1uatd on the basis of loI capacity between initial et
and diaphragm

actin.

Succeedin: rnodificatons were to be

based on the

results of these ovaluations.
The most efficient design on the basis of iiividuality of
'rasher

action, load capacity between initial set and diaphragm action, and load
capacity per washer would be the design posaessing the best. combination
of thickness,

diameter, and shape.
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TEST SFECThENS

Prestressin,

[ire:

iígn strength steel wire of 0.196 inch diameter was used in all

1-t, specimens.

The ultimate strength of this wire was given as

2140,000 psi or 7,200 pounds for the area of the wire.

No attempt was

made to test and check the given strength due to the surface
of the wire,

haness

In a previous attempt to check the ultimate strength of

the wire, the wire rilned the serrations on the hardened jaws of the

testing machine.

The 'wire was difficult to straighten completely and

finally had to be used with a slight curvature.

It was

any initial curvature would straighten under load.

assud

that

The surface rough-

ness of the wire required that the holes in the washer type anchorage
be drilled slihtly oversize and set later to develop an initial contact and friction force.

Specimen No. 1

This specimen was cast around the wire using the sleeve shown in
Plate V as a mold,

The sleeve was machined from one and one half inch

diameter bar stock on a lathe.

The central hole was drilled with a

half inch drill and no attempt was made to obtain a finished surface.
The half inch walls of the sleeve were considered sufficient to prevent

deformation when the sleeve was placed in the jaws of the testing
machine.
The metal used in the casting was Zamack with a melting point of

380 degrees centigrade and a coefficient of thermal expansion of

23
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per decree

Bunsen Burner
sleeve.

arid

centigrade.

The metal was melted by means of

a

steel ladel, and the metal was then poured into the

The Zaniack

quickly solidified and after

cooling was found to

have shrunk sufficiently to allow the castìng to slide freely in the
sleeve.

The casting was inspected and found to be free from air pockets

with no evidence of tension cracks.

Specimen No. 2

This specimen was cast around the wire using the sleeve shown in
Plate VI as a mold

Thc sleeve was machined from one and one half inch

bar stock on a lathe.

A central hole was drilled with a half inch drill

and formed to the desired taper with a boring bar.

After machining,

the

surface was still relatively rough, but no attempt was made to remove
tool marks left by the boring bar.
The metal and casting

fabrication

procedure

were the same as those used in the

of Specimen No. 1 except that cardboard washers

were

in the straight portion of the sleeve to prevent end bearing.

lidfication

arid

placed

After

so-.

cooling, the casting had shrunk sufficiently to allow it

to turn freely in the sleeve.

Specimen No. 3

This specimen was composed
section of prestressing wire.
are shown in Plate VII

of two washers on each end of a two foot

The dimensions of an individual washer

The washers were machined one at a time f xm

cold-rolled bar stock and for this reason slight variations between

washers developed.

The

washers

were given their initial set by means of
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a machined follower and a two pound hanmer.

These washers required

little effort to obtain the initial set, but soma difficulty was en-

countered in obtaining a perfectl:

washers in a group.

axial and unifonn set on individual

Setting varied both in marnitude and axiality from

washer to washer.

Specimen No.

14

This specimen was composed of two washers on each end of a two foot

section of prestressing wire.

As shown in Plate VIII,

these washers were

larger in diameter and thicker than those used in Specimen No. 3 but the
same slope was retained.

These washers were machined in the same manner as those of Specimen
No. 3 and similar variations between individual washers were present.

This washer size was about the largest which coTid be sot practically with
the follower and hammer.

A great deal more force was required to set in-

dividual washers than in Specimen No. 3, and uniform setting of washers
in a

roup was a practical impossibility.

After setting, gaps were ap-

parent between individual washers indicating the washers were in contact

near the central hole.
to

washer

Specimen

The force used for setting varied from washer

and the completed

specimewas out

of true axial aliznmont.

!2.!.

This specimen was composed of nine washers on each end of a two

foot section of prestressing viire.
as those used in Specimen No.

eating them.

14

The washers were of the same type

and the same method was used in fabri-

A great deal of difficulty was encountered in obtaining

the initia]. set and the setting force varied from washer to washer,

The

2S
settin

of succeeding washers loosened those previously set and pro-

nounced gaps were evident

between the

outer edges of individual wash-

ers in the completed specimen along with a deviation from a tnie axial

alignment.

Specimen

This specimen was composed of four washers on each end of a two

foot section of prestressing wire.

As shown in Plate IX, these wash-

ers wore smaller in diameter and slightly thinner than those used in

Specimens

L

and

5, while retaining the same slope.

A spacing ridge

was left on the outside edre of each washer in an attempt to prevent

gappin

at this point and provide space for independent dome collapse.

A special jig was fabricated to aid in machining these washers.
This jig greatly reduced the variation in dimensions between indivi-

Cold-rolled bar stock was used as the material for the

dual washers.
washers.
Siecimens

These washers required less force to
1

set than those

used in

and S, and no difficulty was encountered in obtaining an

initial set on all washers in the specimen.

Iloivever,

variations in

the wnount of set and trueness of axial alignment still persisted.

Specimen !2L J
This specimen was composed of seventeen washers on each end of a
two foot section of prestressin

wire,

The washers used vere of the

same type as those used in Specimen No. 6, and the same method was used
in fabricating them.

initial set,

arid

No difficulty was encountered in obtaining

the

no gaps were apparent between individual washers in the

26
coripleted

spec1en.

In spite of the number of washers involved, the dc-

aree of initial set appeared nore uniforn, but the usual variations in
Settin?)

foe

and trueness of axial aiicnNnt were stili evident.
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TEST AFPAIt&TUS AND

FI)DURE

Test Apparatus:

All specimens

'rere

tested on a Southwark Emery hydraulic testing

machine which had a 60,000 pound capacity on high range and a 6000 pound
capacity on low range.

This machine was equipped with a recording de-

vice which retained the maximuni load to which the individual specimen

was subjected,

An Ames dial gage was used in the testing of the washer-

type anchoraes as a

neaa-is

of indicating the occurrence of sliding.

Test Procedure:

In the tests conducted on Snecimens i and 2 the sleeves shovn in

Plates V and VI were inserted directly in the jaws of the testing machine,

The tests then proceeded at a loading rate of 500 pounds per

minute with the machine on the low range.

Much the sane procedure was followed in testing Specimens 3, L,
5, 6, and 7.

In these tests, however, it

ws

necessary to put sec-

tions of drilled bar stock in the jaws of the machine.

The wire passed

through these sections and the reaction of the washers was carried

through the bar stock to the jaws of the machine.

This setup allowed

the washers to act without interference from the jaws of the machine,

The dial indicator was fastened directly to the upper section of the
bar stock,
1 and 2.

The sanie loading rate was used as in the tests of Specimens
The point at which slipping started to occur was noted, but

the loading was continued at the sane rate until the madinum was reached.

Fiure

i

Test Setup for Testing Anchorage

Figure 2
Dial indicator used to reveal the occurance of slippage

3i
TEST RESULTS

Test No. i

This test was conducted on Specimen No, i shown in Plate V,

specinen sustained a load of 3,200 pounds without slippage.

The

An ulti-

mate load of 37IO pounds was reached at which point slippage became so

pronounced that loading could not be continued.

Test No, 2

test

This

was conducted on Specimen

No, i shown in Plate VI.

specimen sustained a load of 3L00 pounds without slippage.

The

The

maxim

load t.hat could be applied while maintaining a reasonable loading rate
.t1as

3560 pounds.

At the completion of this test

some of the temper in the wire had been

it was discovered

that

lost.

Test No. 3

This

test

was conducted on Specinn No.

3.

A load of 720 pounds

was required to cause slippae and 300 pounds was reached before slip-

pae

exceeded the loading rate.

The washers appesi-ed to collapse in

the desired manner, although rather

Test No.

This

rapidly.

1

test

was conducted on Specimen No.

L.

A load of liÑO pounds

was required to cause slippage and 1620 pounds was reached before slippage

exceeded the loading

rate.

Once again the washers appeared to act

together and collapse in the desired manner, but more gradually

thaxi
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those used in Specimen No. 3.

Test No, 5

This test was conducted on Specimen No. 5.

Some slippage was

noted irnnediately upon loading and became quite large after 1600
ids was attained,

An ultimate load of 1800 pounds was obtained

before slippage exceeded the loading rate.

After loading, definite

gaps were apparent between the individual washers as shown in

Figure 16.

Test No. 6

This test was conducted on Specimen No, 6.

A load

ot

1h00

pounds was required to cause slippage and 1600 pounds was reached

before slippage exceeded the loading rate,
The gaps noted in the previous test between individual washers,

were eliminated, but a pronounced buckling was apparent as shown in
Figures 11 and 13.
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Explanation of Illustrations:

The illustrations in the folloing section are included as a

means of portraying the deformations that occurred after loathng and
the 'eneral configuration of the various test specimens.

The side

views of the various washer types graphically illustrate the collapse
and in some cases local buckling that occurred under loading.

Figure 3

Side view

ol'

Zanack casting used in Specimen 3.

Top view of washer type used in Specimen No. 3 after failure.

"TT

T

-

Figure S
Side view of washer used in Specimen No. 3 after failure.
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Figure 6
Side vieit of washer type used in
L
and
prior to failure.

Speciiuens

Figure

7

Side vier of washer type used in Specimens
and 5 after f aiLre

?igure C
Top view of washer type used in
3ecímens L and
prior to f allure.
!

Figure 9
Tov

view of washer tyoc used in

Specimens

14

and 5 after failure.

10

Figure 10
Side view of washer type used in
Specimens 6 and 7 prior to failure.

Figure 11
Side view of washer type used in
Specimens 6 and 7 after failure.

Figure 12
Top view of washer type used in
Specimons 6 nd 7 prior to f ai1uie

Figure 13
Top view of washer type used in
Specimens 6 and 7 after failure.

1i2

Figure

:iJ4

Bottom view of wa81er typo used in
Soecir 6 atd 7 prior o f aiiur,

Figure 15
t3ottom vie

Specjpe

of vtahor type used in
6 and 7 after failure,

Figure 16
$ide view

o

Specinen Uo.

after f allure.

Figure 17
Side view of Specimen No,

7

after failure.

L.;

INTEPYRTATION OF

TFT

DATA

Assumptions:

In analyzing the results of Tests i and 2 the following assunptioris

were made:
1.

All holdin; force vas developed by friction.

2.

The stress distribution along a lorgitudinal section
of the casting was rectan.u1ar in shape.

3,

A coefficient

of

friction

of 0.15

existed between the

prestressing wire and the casting.
L..

Changes in wire diiethr throughout the length of the

casting wore insignificant.

L

analyzing the results of Tests 3 through

7 the

following

ass1mptions wore made:
1.

AU

2.

A coefficient of friction of 0.15 existed between the

holding force was developed

by

friction.

prestressing wire and the washers.
3.

The

stre3s distribution norsial to the wire across an

indivith'al
14.

The

w&sher was

holding power

rectangular in shape.

of individual washers in a

specirn

was the same.
s.

Changes in wire diameter throughout the length of a
specimen were

msi

nificant.

b5
Test No, i

On the basis of the assumptions made and the test data given in
Table I it was possible to establish certain factors regarding the ac-

tion of this anchorage.

An average friction force of

)143S

pounds per

inch of anchorage was developed at a relatively low bearing stress of
16,100 psi.

This indicated that an anchorage length of

inches

would have been required to develop the full strength of the wire provided that tension cracks due to longitudinal contraction did not
occur in an anchorage of this length.

The low bearing stress sugíested

that some means of increasing radial compression might increase the

friction force viithout resorting to mo

anchorage length.

Test No. 2

A comparison of the results of this test with those of the provious test indicated that the wedging action had increased the friction

force per inch by almost 300 pounds or about 20%, while increasing the
bearing stress by 3200 psi or about 20%.

The wedging action and re-

suiting increased friction force could have been further increased by
smoothing the contact surface of the taper, but even using the resuits of this test as a basis, the calculated length of anchorage required to develop the ultimate strength of the wires was reduced to
1.4.O4

inches.

It must be noted, however, that some method would have

to be developed to dissipate the heat of casting before

ari

anchorage

of this type could develop the full strength of the prestressing wire.

16
Test No. 3

This test demonstrated the feasibilit:( of

anchorage device for prostressing wire,
dicated that

zr.ich

satisfactory and the

developed.

hih

washers as an

the test results also in-

modification was still necessary to

efficient washer combination.

basis of the

but

conical

obtain

the most

The load per washer of 370 pounds was

hearing stress of

test results indicated

3,6OO psi computed on the

that a high radIal force could be

However, the collapse action under initial loading indi-

cated that diaphraa

action was

occurring too soon, and either

a

thicker or larger washer or possibly both was needed in order to

stiffen the
Toot No,

dome,

I

The results of this test gave a very satisfactory load per washer of 700 pounds and a bearing stress of 58,300 psi.

In spite of the

difficulty encountered in setting, a test involving a greater number
of washers of this type appeared in or1er,

Test No. 5

The results of this test indicated the need for further rtodifi-

cation of the washer in order to allow the washers to work indepen-

dently in applications requiring a

nuriber of washers.

The calcìlated

average load per washer was meaningless in this case, since the speci-

men composed of nine washers carried only 200 pounds more than the

speciien used in the previous

test

composed

ol'

two washers.

This

)17

indicated that all the washers in the specimen were not in
complete
contact with the prestressing wire.

In order to facilitate uniform

setting action a spacer was to be provided on the edge of
washers
used in succeeding tests and the thickness was to be
reduced slightly.
In order to improve the collapse the diameter of
washers used in

succeeding tests was to be reduced.

Test No. 6

The results of this test showed a great deal of
improvement in
load distribution among washers over the previous
test.

calculated bearing stress was

However, the

eatly reduced wi ti-i a resulting redue-

tien in the load capacity of an individual washer.

The desired dia-

phragm action appeared to occur moro gradually and the
washers were
free to adjust for minor variations in initial set and
load.

A fur-

ther test was necessary- in order to ascertain the
action of a large
number of washers of this type used in combination.

Test Ho, 7

The results

of'

this test gave a holding power for an individual

washer of 306 pounds and a calculated bearing stress of
33,200 psi.
The slightly lower values as compared with the
previous test might

have been attributed to variations in setting the
individual washers.
There was also the possibility that part of this
difference might
have been caused b

adjustment of the specimen under load from the

initial curvature in the wire causing a side slip of the
stack and

adjustment in the individual washer grip on the wire.

The local

buck1ini

apparent in Tests 6

nd

7

indicated that a further modifica-

tion of taper or dome siape might have been required to
obtain the
highest efficiency from an individual washer.

11)

TAI3LE

Test Data

.ior

Zaiack Anchorages

Test No.

Length

i

2.i6

3200

37J40

2

2.000

3S60

3600

Slipping Load

?AiE

U1tinate Load

Ii

Test Data for Special Washer Anchoragea

Test No.

Washers
per end

1o.

Thickness
per iasher

Slipping Ld
pounds

UltirnatR Ld

7I0

800

pounds

3

2

0,07S

J4

2

0.13

iLoo

1600

5

9

0.13

1600

1oo

0.10

1)400

1600

0.10

5200

5650

6
7

17

53
TABLE

Test Evaluation oi

III
Zaznack

Anchorages

Test No. Avg. Friction Area Radial roi-ce Bearin Stress
force/inch
in2 at slipping
at clipping

i

11485

1.325

21,300

16,100

2

1780

1.23

23,750

19,310

TABLE IV

Test Evaluation of Special as.er Anchorercs

Test No. Avg.

isd

Area

adial Force Bearing Stress
at slipping
at slipping

each

in2

3

370

0.092

149140

53,600

14

700

0.160

9330

58,300

S

17

0.720

10680

1t,8S0

6

350

0.2I6

9330

37,900

7

306

l.OhS

3L700

33,200

si
DISCUSSION

The resu1t

of Tests i

are f airi,r straightforward, but

aixì 2

some features of the results obtained in Tests 3 through

7

require

further clarification.
Although the high bearing stresses computed from the results
of Tests

3, 1, 6

and 7 are based on an arbitrarily chosen coefficient

of friction, the actual occurrence

of bearing

stresses above the yield

point of mild steel is borne out by certain results of these tests.
After each of these tests a flow of metal in the area
surroundin:: the

i.re

was observed.

izmriediately

In tests 6 and 7 this flow pro-

duced an apparent thickening in the metal for some distance

out

from

the wire.
The occurrence of high bearing stresses is detrimental in most

applications, but in the design of washers used as anchorages on pre-

stressing wire such stresses are desirable.

Higher bearmng stresses

result in higher friction forces and consequently greater lo

city up to a certain point.

characteristics of

Bend

the metal used in

a

Unit dictated

b;

the washer and the

capa-

the strength

washer con-

figuration no increase in load capacity can be obtained by increased
radial force.

It is believed that none of the washer types used in

these tests attained this limiting value of radial force.
The space provided between dome portions of individuai washers
in Tests 6 and

7

allowed the dome portions of these washers to adjust

under load to the variations in wire diameter and increments of

elongation of the wire.

This allowed an even distribution of radial

52
forces along the wire and thus validated one of the original
design

assumptions.

A definite distinction is made between collapse and
buckling.
Collapse is used in this case as a means of identifying a
reorientation of various sections of a washer without departing from
the

original washer shape.

This type of deformation results in a mathnum

bearing stress for a particilar washer shape.

Buckling, on the other

hand, indentif les a type of deformation in which the washer
departs

from the original shape.

This type of deformation is detrimental to

the development of a high radial force.

The type of deformation in

an individual washer is a function of washer shape, diameter
and

thickness.
The results of Test No. 3 show the action of a washer
which is
too flexible.

This washer developed a high bearing stress but collapse

ed to a diaphragm stage before the full load
capacity could be developed.

The results of Test No. 5 show the action of a washer
which is

too stiff.

Tìe washer is difficult to set and tends to fail in slid-

Ing before a large friction force and consequently large
holding ca-

pacity can be developed.

From the standpoint of collapse the washer

used in Tests 6 and 7 demonstrated about the proper stiffness, but
the occurrence of local buckling reduced the bearing
stress developed.

An inspection of the washer configuration

ter Test No.

7

suggested that a washer with a varying thickness and a curved
dome
shaped ìrJght produce a maximum radial force during collapse.

It was

thought that this shape would gradually flatten, avoid local
buckling
and reduction in bearing stress wiitle still
maintaining a stiffness

'.1

consistent with ezse

ofsettnç

ar. desirable dome collapse.

SL

CONCLUSIONS

From the results of the tests conducted on the various test
specimens it is possible to draw some definite conclusions concernIng the characteristics of the two main anchorage approaches inves-

tigated.
1.

The major conclusions are enu'nerated below.
Zaiack or comparable metal will not provide sufficient

radial force and resulting friction force in a reasonabb

length of anchorage to develop the LUll strength

of tIe prestressing wire when used in anchorages such
as those employed in these tests.
2.

The heat dissipation of Zaznack or comparable metal Will

destroy tìe dependable strength characteristics

ol'

the

prestressing wire.
3.

Conical dome-shaped washers Will collapse and provide a
resulting radial stress that is very close to the ultimate bearing stress of the washer.

14.

The madmuin radial stress developed at slipping in a

stack of washers will be approximately equal to that

developed in a single washer.
5.

The friction force Will be nearly unfformmly distributed

throughout a stack of washers and very nearly proportional
to the number of washers.
6.

All washers require an initial set beyond which the friction force will develop in proportion to the load imposed

until slipping occurs.

7.

Clearance betvree

dome portions of stacked washers is

rLccessary to allow for individual variat±ons in dome

collapse ar1 friction grip adjusthents.
j.

ashcrs with a very stiff dome collapse will allow

sliding at a low load to precede dome collapse
out the development of high radial forces

and.

th-

resulting

high friction forces.
9.

Washers with a relatively flexible dome will allow the
development of high radial and friction forces, but

they will allow collapse to diaphragm stage at low loads.
10.

Washers with a proper dome stiffness will allow the development of increasing radial
forces

th a

adual

arid

arid

resulting friction

partial dome collapse up to a

high load capacity at which point slippage wi.11 occur.

U.

The ideal combination of dome collapse and resulting ra-

dial

arid friction force build up is a function of washer

dome shape, thickness, and dianeter.
The

combinations of

washer designs

tested were

based on easily-

made conical and contant thickness dome-shaped washers with only
lirnit.
ed equipment available for fabrication.
of this type of anchorage within the

The behavior characteristics

limits

tested

substantiates that

the ideal washer shape would involve a combination of curved dome
shape

and varying dome thickness.

Although such a washer would poso some

problems to individual fabrication, such problems

from a mass production standpoint.

uld not be serious

